A lot of students are scared of the
formal report because it’s a completely
new type of writing task. However, it’s
probably the most structured with a
formula that’s easy to follow.
INGREDIENTS
INTRODUCTION:
The aim of this report is to...
Recommenda�ons will be given...

This report concerns the … which was held on …

Recipe for a great B2 report

TOPIC VOCABULARY: A survey was carried out on / into...
AMBITIOUS GRAMMAR:
Verb + ing OR infini�ve
Past perfect
Present perfect
So / such

Passive & repor�ng verbs (it was thought)
Nega�ve adverb + auxiliary + subject + main verb
Future perfect
Rela�ve clauses
too / enough

QUANTITY EXPRESSIONS: a small/high percentage
most people who were asked stated
than 10 percent

ADJECTIVES / ADVERBS: slightly
COMPARING AND CONTRASTING:
whereas
while
In spite of the fact that + phrase
The fact of the ma�er is + phrase
Having said that + phrase
Conversely + phrase

predominantly

the majority of respondents said
over half of the people asked fewer
three quarters, several

completely

unanimous

firstly
therefore

1. Read the exam question carefully.
Identify the topic, the question, and the
style (formal).

secondly
so

GIVING RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that...
I would recommend + ing
I suggest + ing
It would be a good idea for + person + infini�ve
All things considered...
• Use bullet points
• These make it easy to make your recommenda�ons clear.
ENDING:
If the aforemen�oned recommenda�ons are followed, the _____ is bound to improve.
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TITLE

2

INTRODUCTION

3

EXPLAIN

Start with a simple title, eg.:
• Report on the college quiz night.
• College quiz night: a report.

2. Think about the topic of the report, and
invent some facts about it.
3. Decide what problems the event had,
and how it could be improved next
time.
4. Select some ambitious language from
the ingredients to include in your
writing.

however
although
Despite + gerund
Otherwise
While that may be true, ...
On the flip side, ...

ADD INFORMATION or EXAMPLES:
In addi�on
furthermore
What’s more
moreover,
not only + inversion On top of that

METHOD

5. Slowly and carefully write your report.
Think about how you finished the
previous paragraph, and how you can
connect your ideas together.
6. If you can, leave your writing for a few
minutes after you’ve finished.
7. Read the exam question again. Have
you included all the necessary
information?

4

EVALUATE

5

CONCLUD E

Give your paragraph a title: Introduction
Explain what the report is about, and why
you’re writing it.

Start with a simple title. In this
paragraph, you normally explain the
topic of the report, what happened,
and how successful it was.

Start with a simple title. In this
paragraph, you evaluate the topic
of the report and say which things
could be improved

Start with a simple title: Recommendations.
Here you should give two or three ways of
improving the topic of the report. You could
use bullet points to make your ideas clearer.

8. Check your work carefully for your
typical mistakes. This will take about 5
minutes.
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